“Sage CRM adds a new level of professionalism
to our direct mail, telemarketing and email
campaigns. The detailed reports we generate
give us immediate results, so we can tweak a
campaign for greater effectiveness. Our
campaigns are at least 20 percent more
successful due to Sage CRM.”~Database
Marketing Manager
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. Qmulus’ open and flexible approach to
application development, coupled with
their credible experience of delivering
other customer solutions has helped us to
unlock the potential of our core CRM
investment. ~David Robson,
Computacenter
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Increase your productivity with Sage CRM

WHAT IS SAGE
CRM AND WHY
YOU NEED IT?
CRM is the abbreviation for customer relationship
management. It entails all aspects of interaction
that a company has with its customer, whether it is
sales or service-related. While the phrase customer
relationship management is most commonly used
to describe a business-customer relationship, CRM
systems are used in the same way to manage
business contacts, clients, contract wins and sales
leads.
One of the biggest benefits most realise when
deploying CRM, comes from having all your business
data accessed from a single location. Before CRM
systems, customer data was spread out over office

What Sage CRM does to your
sales teams?

productivity suite documents, email, mobile phones

Sage CRM provides you with the tools you need

immediate access to the most recent information as

to sell more effectively. It is an easy-to-use

and when they need it.

and even paper notes. Storing all your critical data
from all departments in a central location gives staff

application that provides sales people with
instant access to diaries, accounts, reports,

Many aspects of CRM relies heavily on technology;

pipelines, contacts, and call lists - in short,

however the strategies and processes of a good

everything they need to get their job done. For

CRM system will collect, manage and link

your organisation, all this information is rolled

information about the customer with the goal of

up, tracked and reported on, giving continuous,

letting you market and sell services effectively.

meaningful and accurate reports on just how
your sales team is performing.

Make the right
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Make the most of every
sales opportunity!
Sage CRM directs your sales efforts towards the
most profitable, most winnable deals, and helps you
make the most of cross-selling and upselling
opportunities. With instant access to pipelines,
calendars, sales reports, contacts, and much more,
your sales people are freed up to focus all their
efforts on selling.
Automated workflow and pipeline management
enable sales opportunities to be progressed quickly
and efficiently, while data is effectively shared with
and accessed by anyone that needs it.
Providing an end-to-end view of every opportunity
from within one, easy to use screen, Sage CRM
means an end to chasing around for information.
Sage CRM gives full visibility of what is happening
with every prospect and customer, simplifies
forecasting and strengthens pipeline management.
Integration with leading Sage ERP systems gives
sales staff access to both financial and non-financial
customer data, for a complete 360 degree view of
the customer across front- and back-office
departments. With Sage CRM Sales Force
Automation, real-time sales opportunity analysis is
provided instantly. Sage CRM provides a snapshot
of all opportunities within the sales pipeline,
allowing sales teams to effectively analyse and
manage deals at every stage.

Sales Forecasting and
Reporting
Sage CRM provides point-and-click reporting and
graphs along with accurate and timely forecasts
which are accessible by the sales team. This
enables easy sales forecasting and reporting and
provides sales teams and management access to
data for immediate analysis and decision-making.
Sage CRM provides detailed business insight
data as well as graphical interpretations on the
state of the business at any moment in time
allowing businesses to strategically plan and gain
insights on future performance.
Report charts are highly visual and can be
incorporated into presentations for a
professional look and feel. The charts are all
configurable, customisable and skinable so users
can modify the charts to suit their specific needs.

Boost your business

GROWTH

Sage CRM provides powerful tools to record, track and
assign leads allowing your team to accurately measure the
quality of leads, the effectiveness of the marketing
campaigns and the RoI achieved.

QMULUS SOLUTIONS
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Greater visibility, control, and efficiency

THE INTERACTIVE
DASHBOARD
Sales teams work more efficiently thanks to
the interactive dashboard. This is an intuitive
and customisable workspace from which they
can manage all their daily tasks and activities
for maximum productivity.
The interactive dashboard can be customised to
display relevant information from within Sage CRM,
feeds from websites and nformation from
integrated Sage ERP system. Gadgets within the
dashboard can be linked to provide a real-time
view of multiple customer information.
A pre-installed sales dashboard is available out-ofthe box or users can customise their own
dashboard or team dashboard with content that is
relevant to them and their role.
The sales team can monitor their opportunities and
pipeline, manage their calendar and appointments,
and identify powerful networking opportunities
Users can benefit from a simple 3-step
wizard to easily create new e-marketing
campaigns with a choice of over 90
templates to get started immediately.

from LinkedIn® all from this customisable
workspace.
This removes the need for users to switch
between screens, maximising the efficient use of
their time and boosting productivity. Gadgets can
be positioned and sized accordingly providing
users with maximum flexibility on the layout of

Empower your

BUSINESS

their dashboard and delivering a rich and
personalised user experience.

QMULUS SOLUTIONS

KEY BENEFITS
FOR YOUR
BUSINESS
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Territory Management
With Sage CRM, assignment rules automatically route
leads to the relevant sales representatives based on
territories. It is possible to reate new teams and reassign ownership of teams as well as view marketing
campaigns, response rates and associated sales
revenue by territory.

Quotes and Order Generation

Sales Process Automation

With Sage CRM, the most up-to-date quotes are
delivered with access to the latest product
information. This maximises efficiency, reduces the
margin for error and makes communications with
customers and prospects more professional. Sage
CRM has functionality to automatically generate
sales proposals and quotes using predefined
templates enabling users to generate compelling,
comprehensive and accurate proposals quickly and
efficiently.

In Sage CRM, the sales process is automated to enable
users to concentrate on their primary purpose which is
selling. The in-built workflow can be followed out-of-the
box or customised to reflect your business process.
The automation in Sage CRM means that all sales users
follow the same steps, ensuring no opportunities ‘fall
through the cracks’. The sales process can be
structured to suit your internal business process for
maximum effectiveness.

Management of Opportunities and
Leads

Sage CRM also delivers periodic messages to sales
managers summarising critical opportunity and
forecast information for their direct reports. This
ensures business opportunities are always retained
and worked on.

Using Sage CRM, sales users can track leads from
lead capture to close. This ensures that time and
resources are invested into the deals that are most
likely to close and enables the sales team to easily
identify and recruit new customers and resell or upsell to existing accounts. With Sage CRM, leads can
be escalated and reassigned easily from the
interactive dashboard. Follow-up activities can be
automated and field-level security is a simple and
straight-forward process. It also guarantees that
leads are handled by the employees most qualified
to assist the client and only relevant parties are privy
to information. Sage CRM permits sales reps and
managers to effectively analyse and manage the
sales pipeline, with the ability to see and report on
leads, opportunities and proposals at a glance.

Make the right
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Anytime, Anywhere Workforce!
Sage CRM enables mobile sales teams access their
important customer information from the latest mobile
devices. Additionally, Sage CRM’s native apps for the
iPhone and Windows 8 devices provide mobile sales
teams with real-time data to help them manage their
business relationships wherever they are, even when
out of coverage.

+44 (0)845 450 3991
info@qmulus-solutions.com
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Communications Management
Sage CRM provides sales users with a complete
diary solution with daily, weekly, monthly and yearly
views. In addition, onscreen reminders and
notification alerts are available to all sales team
members increasing efficiency, punctuality and
convenience.
This synchronisation of information fosters
organisational transparency within the business and
enhances the quality and retention of information
available to the user. The calendar can be managed
from the interactive dashboard ensuring that
appointments and tasks are managed with ease.
Sage CRM delivers a seamless calendar
management experience thanks to real-time
synchronisation between Sage CRM and MS
Exchange. This enables mobile users to access upto-date appointments, tasks and contacts within
Sage CRM on their smartphone, laptop or desktop
PC for maximum ease-of-use and productivity.

ERP Integration
With Sage CRM and ERP integration, sales executives
have access to customer data from the back-office
allowing a true single view of the customer. This
ensures that the sales executive is equipped with the
most accurate and up-to-date information regardless of
where that information is located. Operations are
optimised as a result and there is less potential for
delay, misunderstanding and error.
Information from the Sage ERP system can be displayed
directly on the interactive dashboard for quick and easy
access. For example, sales staff can easily check the
availability of stock across different locations and can
check the real-time status of orders without having to
rely on multiple, disparate systems or consulting
colleagues who may not be available. This enables sales
staff to give accurate information to customers without
delays, and thereby improving customer service and
driving customer loyalty.
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Qnect- Sage CRM Integration
Do your sales reps struggle to obtain a single
view of customers? Do sales people need direct
access to Sage Accounts to be able to product
quotes and orders?
Qnect 200/50 for Sage CRM is a realtime
integration that links Sage CRM to Sage 200. It helps
to increase efficiency and accuracy in the
management of customers/suppliers, products and
quotes/orders at an affordable cost.
Sage CRM is a browser based CRM solution from
Sage that allows you to manage any business
interaction with your prospects, customers or
suppliers that do not need to reside within an
accounts system. This can include storing details
about phone calls, emails or meetings. As well as
managing sales pipeline, opportunities, quotes and
orders. Additionally, Sage CRM can be used to
record and manage customer issues and marketing
activities such as MailChimp campaigns, outbound
calling and importing of event leads which can all be
easily performed from within the easy to use
interface.
By combining Sage CRM with Sage 200/50 (using
Qnect ) you can enjoy better business insight,
greater efficiencies, increased productivity and have
a single customer-centric view across your entire
business.

Learn more about Qnect Integration:
+44 (0)845 450 3991
info@qmulus-solutions.com
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